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Abstract

This paper experimentally studies unilateral communication of intentions in eight
different two-player one-shot normal form games with complete information. We find
that communication is used both to coordinate and to deceive, and that messages have
a significant impact on beliefs and behavior even in dominance solvable games. Nash
equilibrium and cognitive hierarchy jointly account for many regularities, but not all
of the evidence. Sophisticated sender behavior is especially diffi cult to reconcile with
existing models.
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1. Introduction

People speaking the same language may adapt quickly to new and unexpected sit-
uations, because communication allows them to make joint adjustments. On the other
hand, a shared language also means that new situations create novel opportunities for
deception and misunderstanding. Despite the obvious practical importance of honest
as well as deceptive communication, game theory still struggles to capture them both
within a single framework. Even in the simplest case, that of brief unilateral cheap talk
about intentions ahead of a one-shot complete information game, theorists offer conflict-
ing views.1

✩We are grateful to Gary Charness, Vincent Crawford, Jack Fanning, Ernst Fehr, Simon Gächter,
Magnus Johannesson, Pedro Rey-Biel, Arno Riedl, Marko Terviö, Severine Toussaert, Roberto Weber,
Georg Weizsäcker and many seminar participants for helpful comments and to the Jan Wallander and
Tom Hedelius Foundation for financial support. We thank the Centre of Experimental Economics (CEE)
at the University of Copenhagen for allowing us to run our experiment in their laboratory.

1Once we move beyond this simple central case, the literature is vast, and we cannot provide a full
survey here. For early studies of bilateral multi-round communication, see Farrell (1987) and Rabin



One line of analysis, associated with Farrell (1988), and going back at least to Au-
mann (1974), emphasizes coordination. In some games, despite their selfishness, strategic
players may improve their joint performance through honest messages. Indeed, if we see
equilibrium points as self-enforcing agreements, and the game is only played once, com-
munication appears essential for reaching equilibrium in many games; see also Kreps
(1987). This literature not only assumes that behavior is rational, but also that the
players’ belief system is rational.2 That is, rationality is common knowledge, and to
the extent that players are of different types they share common priors concerning the
type distribution. Because this approach assumes players believe other players also hold
rational beliefs, we call it the reflexive approach. Major solution concepts include ratio-
nalizability (Bernheim, 1984; Pearce, 1984) and Nash equilibrium (Nash, 1950). Under
common belief in rationality, pre-play messages may help to coordinate players’expecta-
tions on some Nash equilibrium, but as shown by Farrell (1988), communication does not
guarantee equlibrium play in the underlying game. While communication is predicted to
be unimportant in dominance solvable games, it is potentially helpful in games that are
not dominance solvable, but have desirable equilibrium outcomes.
Another line of analysis, initiated by Crawford (2003), emphasizes deception. Strate-

gic communication about intentions could be designed to mislead the opponent, and may
well be driving behavior away from equilibrium. While players are assumed to behave
rationally given their beliefs, the players’belief system is not assumed to be rational.
For example, Crawford assumes that at least some players entertain the idea that their
(opponent entertains the idea that their...) opponent is irrational. Among other things,
he shows that players who believe that their opponents are irrational are susceptible to
being deceived.3 Because players in this approach typically believe others hold differ-
ent beliefs than themselves, we call it the irreflexive approach.4 The irreflexive solution
concepts that have attracted most attention are versions of the level-k model (Stahl and
Wilson, 1994, 1995; Nagel, 1995).
The level-k approach to communication, pioneered by Crawford (2003), extended by

Ellingsen and Östling (2010), and surveyed in Crawford et al. (2013, Section 9), entails
two predictions that contradict those of the reflexive approach. First, communication
might well be used to systematically miscoordinate expectations, that is, to deceive
opponents. Second, players’doubts about opponents’ rationality might by themselves
lead behavior away from equilibrium in the underlying game, thereby opening up a
qualitatively new avenue for communication to improve coordination —getting behavior
back towards equilibrium. In particular, under the additional assumption that players
have a weak preference for honesty, Ellingsen and Östling (2010) show that pre-play
communication among irreflexive players could be promoting coordination in a wide
variety of games, including dominance solvable games (where the reflexive approach says
that communication will be irrelevant). Moreover, Ellingsen and Östling (2010) also

(1994). For theoretical analysis of deception in games with incomplete information, see for example
Sobel (1985), Kartik et al. (2007), Mullainathan et al. (2008), and Ettinger and Jehiel (2010).

2See Aumann and Dreze (2008) for a discussion of rational belief systems.
3As Ellingsen and Östling (2010) show, the irreflexive model sometimes predict better coordination, or

at least coordination on better outcomes, than the reflexive model. Thus, the crucial difference between
the two views does not concern coordination versus miscoordination.

4Strictly speaking, we are comparing particular reflexive models with particular irreflexive models.
However, some of our results will be addressing (rejecting) the whole family of reflexive models.
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show that their model offers a reconciliation of the competing intuitions of Farrell (1988)
and Aumann (1990) for the role of communication in games with multiple equilibria and
a tension between payoff and risk-dominance, such as the Stag Hunt game.
Here, we experimentally test the predictions associated with the two approaches.

We study eight different one-shot complete information normal form games. We let each
subject play all eight games, but without any feedback between games. We also elicit sub-
jects’beliefs about the opponent’s action. All games have a unique Nash equilibrium and
in all but two games, the Nash equilibrium is the unique rationalizable outcome. Since
the reflexive approach implies that communication should not matter, and the irreflex-
ive approach implies that communication should matter in a particular way, behavior
in dominance-solvable games discriminates sharply between the two approaches.5 As
some of the games have not been studied empirically before, but were proposed and ana-
lyzed theoretically by Ellingsen and Östling (2010), the experiment also represents a first
out-of-sample test of their version of the irreflexive model of communication. Whereas
previous studies have identified player types across several communication games (Wang
et al., 2010), to our knowledge we are the first to identify types across communication
games with different strategic structures.
Overall, the evidence demonstrates that irreflexive models do help to explain sys-

tematic deviations from rationalizable behavior. The response to deceptive messages
represents our cleanest evidence of irreflexive receiver beliefs. Many senders attempt to
deceive the receiver in games with some conflict of interest, and if the receiver lacks a
strictly dominant strategy, such deceptive tactics have a substantial success rate. For
example, in one 2 × 2 game in which the sender has a dominant action, about forty
percent of the receivers of a deceptive message are fooled into taking the wrong action.
The extensive information about each subject enables us study to what extent sub-

jects’behavior and beliefs can be consistently described across all games. Since rational-
izability entails quite weak predictions for some of our games, and because the simplest
level-k model has some known problems, our structural econometric analysis considers
two main solution concepts, namely Nash equilibrium and the cognitive hierarchy model
with a Poisson type distribution (Camerer et al., 2004). In addition, we undertake a
non-structural analysis that does not put any a priori restriction on subjects’behavior
or beliefs. This allows us both to see if our exogenous categories emerge naturally and
to investigate whether there are other consistent patterns in the data.
Overall, the evidence suggests that the reflexive and irreflexive approaches are comple-

mentary. Structural analysis of the action data alone classifies at least half the subjects as
reflexive without communication, whereas about 70-75 percent are classified as reflexive
with communication. Thus a conservative estimate is that the behavior of about 25-30
percent of the subjects is best explained by the irreflexive model. While the fraction of
irreflexive subjects is considerably lower than in some previous studies, such as Costa-
Gomes and Crawford (2006), so is the complexity of our games. Simpler games might
induce more reflexive reasoning, but also make it more diffi cult to separate reflexive and
irreflexive types. Our cluster analysis of actions is largely consistent with the structural
analysis, suggesting that it picks up the major player types. However, when we fully ex-
ploit the intra-subject variation in the sender data, it becomes clear that both the major

5Recall that reflexive beliefs do allow a role for communication in some games that are not dominance
solvable, as argued by Farrell (1988).
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models that we consider fail to properly explain the most intriguing part of the data,
namely the presence of sophisticated communication strategies that facilitate coordina-
tion in some games while harming coordination in others. In this respect, the data offers
support neither for Farrell (1988) nor for Ellingsen and Östling (2010). Specifically, the
parameterized cognitive hierarchy model predicts that the senders who hamper coordi-
nation through deception in some games do not play the payoff-dominant equilibrium in
other games.
Before proceeding to the details of the theoretical framework, let us discuss a method-

ological concern. As explained by Weibull (2004) and Samuelson (2005) among others,
the testing of game theory’s solution concepts poses a tough empirical challenge. Game
theoretical analysis usually takes von Neumann-Morgenstern utilities as the starting
point. While empirical studies frequently assume that the monetary payoffs assigned
to subjects approximate their utilities, many subjects are motivated by distributional
preferences or a desire to comply with social norms, concerns that drive a wedge be-
tween the game form, which specifies strategies and material outcomes, and the game,
which additionally specifies players’preferences. If anything, communication expands
this wedge by activating norms of honesty and consistency (see e.g., Sally, 1995; Ellingsen
and Johannesson, 2004, and the references therein) and the references therein), hamper-
ing identification of the solution concept even further. In previous experimental work,
the influence of distributional preferences and social norms has been controlled in a va-
riety of ways.6 Here, we instead revert to the classical approach to the problem, namely
encouraging subjects to maximize their own expected earnings, or, put differently, we
deliberatively exploit experimenter demand effects to control preferences (Zizzo, 2010).
In the 1960s it was common practice to include the following sorts of passage in the
instructions: “I want you to earn as much money as you can regardless of how much the
other earns”(Deutsch et al., 1967) or “The purpose of playing the game is not to defeat
the other player but to earn as much money as possible”(Schelling, 1961).7 According
to the meta-analysis of social dilemma experiments by Sally (1995), about a third of
all treatments until then apply such an instruction.8 Perhaps the best indication that
the preference manipulation works as intended is that our subjects largely play best re-
sponses to their elicited beliefs, both with and without communication (see Appendix
C).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 lays out the theoretical framework

and uses it to derive predictions for each of the eight games. Section 3 explains our
experimental design. Section 4 reports and interprets the results for each game. Section
5 uses within-subject cross-game correlations to classify the subjects’types. Section 6
concludes.

6Johnson et al. (2002) replace human opponents by computers, Binmore et al. (2002) control for
particular models of social preferences, Costa-Gomes and Crawford (2006) focus on games with large
strategy spaces and test, and for many subjects affi rm, theoretical point predictions that rule out any
influence of social preferences, Stahl and Haruvy (2008a) employ a multi-task design that seeks to relieve
players of their felt responsibility for opponents’payoffs, whereas Stahl and Haruvy (2008b) show that
a contextually sparse representation of payoffs may reduce other-regarding considerations.

7Over the last decades, such instructions have fallen out of fashion, at least in experimental economics,
presumably because many experiments have as a target to investigate the nature of preferences rather
than of beliefs. For a notable exception, see Binmore et al. (1985).

8Deutsch (1958) showed that the behavior of subjects in Prisoners’ Dilemmas depends heavily on
whether the subjects are instructed to behave competitively, individualistically, or cooperatively.
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2. Theoretical Framework

We study eight one-shot 2 × 2 and 3 × 3 complete information simultaneous-move
games with and without communication. Communication takes the form of one-sided
pre-play communication of intentions.

2.1. Preliminaries

Since both players have the same number of available actions, we may without loss of
generality label the actions 1, 2 (and 3). Let the set of actions be denoted A. Without
communication, a player’s set of strategies coincides with the player’s set of actions.
Player i’s von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function is ui : A2 → R, and u denotes the
pair of utility functions. Call G = 〈A, u〉 an action game.
In the case of communication, one player —the sender (denoted S) —sends a costless

pre-play message m from the set M = A. These messages are interpreted “I intend to
play m.”Neglecting implementation mistakes, the set of pure strategies for the sender is
M ×A, while the set of pure strategies for the receiver (denoted R) is the set of different
reactions to the received message, that is, the |A||M | distinct functions Y : M → A. Let
Γ(G) refer to the game G preceded by communication.
Let bi(a) denote the probability that player i assigns to the event that player j

takes action a. The |A| −vector of these probabilities is denoted Pi. We say that a
message m = a is fully believed by the receiver when, following the message, bR(a) = 1.
Throughout, we assume that players behave rationally given their beliefs. In particular,
player i’s action ai always satisfies

ai ∈ arg max
a∈A

∑
aj∈A

bi(aj)ui(a, aj). (1)

Under the “epistemic” view, game theoretic solution concepts can be seen as char-
acterizations of beliefs. We primarily focus on four major kinds of beliefs, or player
types: sensible, equilibrium, level-k (especially level-1 and level-2), and cognitive hierar-
chy (CH).

2.2. Sensible Beliefs

In two-player games, a strategy is rationalizable if and only if it is iteratively un-
dominated (Tan and Werlang, 1988). There is a tight connection between rationalizable
strategies and rational belief systems (see e.g., Aumann and Dreze, 2008). By analogy,
we thus say that a belief is rationalizable if and only if it assigns probability 0 to the
opponent’s set of iteratively dominated strategies.
With a focus on coordination games, Farrell (1988) proposed a refinement of ratio-

nalizability for the case of one-sided pre-play communication. The basic idea is that a
player who proposes an equilibrium outcome has an incentive to play her part of the equi-
librium if she believes that others will do so; that is, messages become self-committing if
they suggest a Nash equilibrium outcome. Following this logic, a sender ought to send a
message that is consistent with her preferred equilibrium outcome.
Farrell’s concepts are not immediately applicable to our setting. First, he considers a

message to be a specification of an action profile rather than a specification of the sender’s
intended action. Second, he admits imprecise messages. However, it is straightforward
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to define an analogous refinement for our message technology. Let the set of receiver best
responses to a fully believed message be denoted

Y (m) = arg max
a∈A

uR(a,m).

We say that a message m is consistent if and only if it belongs to the set of maximizers

X(m) = arg max
a∈A

uS(a, y(m))

for some y(m) ∈ Y (m). That is, a message is consistent if the sender should act according
to the message given some best response by a rational receiver that is convinced by it.
Let X∗ be the (possibly empty) set of consistent messages. Finally, we say that a message
m is optimal if it maximizes the sender’s payoff among consistent messages, i.e., if

m ∈M∗ = arg max
a∈X(a),y(a)∈Y (a)

uS(a, y(a)).

If Y (m∗) is a singleton for some m∗ ∈M∗ we say that m∗ is strictly optimal.
With this vocabulary, let sensible beliefs satisfy the following necessary condition:

After a strictly optimal message m∗, the receiver holds the belief bR(m∗) = 1 and the
sender holds the belief bS(y(m∗)) = 1. A (weak) version of Farrell’s (1988) results
follows.

Claim 1. Suppose the sender’s highest rationalizable payoff is attainable in a strict Nash
equilibrium (x∗, y∗) of G. Then m = x∗ is a strictly optimal message, and the associated
sensible beliefs are bR(x∗) = 1 and bS(y∗) = 1.

Proof. As sensibility of the beliefs follows by definition, we only need to show that
m = x∗ is a strictly optimal message. Since the equilibrium is strict, y∗ = Y (x∗) (a
singleton). Since x∗ is a best reply to y∗ it follows that m = x∗ is a consistent message.
To check thatm = x∗ is optimal, note that the claim requires uS(x∗, y∗) ≥ uS(x, y) for all
rationalizable pairs (x, y) (otherwise the sender is not getting the highest rationalizable
payoff). Hence, the optimality condition uS(x∗, y∗) ≥ uS(x, y(x)) must be satisfied for
any consistent message m = x (since pairs (x, y(x)) are rationalized by the respective
probability 1 beliefs).

In coordination games, sensible beliefs imply that the sender should send a strictly
optimal message and thereby attain her largest rationalizable payoff.9 A drawback of
the sensible beliefs criterion is that it has weak predictions concerning the sent messages
in other games.
When a message is not consistent, Farrell (1988) does not claim any effect of com-

munication whatsoever; any belief P whose support is the rationalizable strategies of G
is permitted. When a game has a unique rationalizable outcome, beliefs will put all the
weight on this outcome regardless of the message. If the only consistent message points to
an equilibrium outcome with the lowest possible payoff for the sender, a rational sender
may nonetheless prefer to send another message, even if the hopes of affecting the op-
ponent’s behavior are slim (Farrell, 1988, Example 2, suggests that the sender strictly
prefers to send another message if the game has additional rationalizable strategies).

9Aumann (1990) has argued that the foundations for sensibility are questionable.
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2.3. Equilibrium Beliefs

A Nash equilibrium of G is a profile of actions (a∗i , a
∗
j ) satisfying, for each player i,

a∗i ∈ arg max
a∈A

ui(a, a
∗
j ).

Using (1), it is immediate that a pure strategy Nash equilibrium is characterized by the
condition that every player is rational and assigns probability 1 to the actual strate-
gies chosen by the other players; see also Aumann and Brandenburger (1995). In this
sense, equilibrium is characterized by maximally accurate beliefs. However, as Aumann
and Brandenburger (1995) also demonstrate, rationality and iterated belief in rational-
ity do not by themselves justify Nash equilibrium beliefs in one-shot games played by
inexperienced players. Equilibrium beliefs form a subset of rationalizable beliefs.
Equilibrium beliefs are only defined at the group level. Nonetheless, let us follow

common practice and refer to equilibrium beliefs at the player level as the belief that
all opponents will surely play in accordance with a particular equilibrium. Previous
experimental evidence, starting with Stahl and Wilson (1994), indeed suggests that some
people playing one-shot games are well described as equilibrium players in this sense.10

The strength of the equilibrium beliefs hypothesis is that it makes precise predictions
concerning behavior in games with a unique equilibrium. For our purposes, a major
weakness is that it does not carry any implications regarding the sending of messages.
If the receiver’s beliefs are unaffected by the message, the sender is indifferent regarding
which message to send. We therefore propose the following extension of equilibrium
behavior to Γ(G). Let the sender consider that there is a slight (lexicographically small)
possibility that the receiver is credulous, i.e., fully believes the message and takes an
action y(m) ∈ Y (m). Thus, the sender will send a message11

mE ∈ arg max
m

uS(a∗S , y(m)).

By implication, an equilibrium sender takes an equilibrium action, and is honest about
this intention in coordination games. However, the sender will lie in anti-coordination
games and some games with attractive non-equilibrium payoffs.12

Note that if the responder has a dominant strategy, the equilibrium sender is still
indifferent with respect to messages. One way to break this indifference would be to
let the sender have some (possibly lexicographically small) uncertainty concerning the
receiver’s preferences.

2.4. Level-k Beliefs

According to the simplest cognitive hierarchy model, which we refer to as the level-k
model, a player’s belief about the opponent’s action is given by the player’s number of

10For example, Stahl and Wilson (1994) estimate that there are 27 percent equilibrium players, whereas
Stahl and Wilson (1995) estimates the fraction to be 21 percent. Despite studying games with a much
richer strategy space, Costa-Gomes and Crawford (2006) also find a sizeable fraction of 9 to 16 percent
equilibrium players.
11 If Y (m) is not a singleton, there are additional concerns. However, in the games that we study that

problem does not arise.
12An alternative specification would be to let the equilibrium senders have a lexicographically weak

preference for telling the truth.
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thinking steps. Let Lk denote a player that performs k steps of thinking. To be more
precise, an Lk player believes that the opponent is Lk−1, and L0 randomizes uniformly.13

The sequential structure of the game requires two additional assumptions. First, which
message should players send if they are indifferent? We follow Ellingsen and Östling
(2010) and assume that indifferent senders are truthful, i.e., they have a lexicographically
small preference for honesty; see also Demichelis and Weibull (2008). Likewise, receivers
(except L0) believe that indifferent senders are truthful. There is ample evidence that
people attach positive utility to truth-telling (see e.g. the review by Abeler et al., 2016),
but assuming a lexiographically small benefit of truth-telling makes the analysis tractable
and avoids an additional parameter. Second, what should players believe when they see
an unexpected message? In this case Lk assumes that the message comes from an Lk−l
player, where l ≤ k is the smallest integer that makes Lk’s inference consistent (since
level-0 randomizes, all messages can always ultimately be rationalized).
Players who perform more than one thinking step often, but not always, behave alike.

Therefore, it is convenient to let Lk+ denote player types that perform at least k thinking
steps. We restrict attention to the case in which there are no L0 players, but a positive
fraction of L1, L2 and L3 players.

2.5. Cognitive Hierarchy

The level-k model assumes that a Lk player is certain that the other player is Lk−1
and does not consider the possibility that the other player might be a lower-step thinker.
The more general model of Stahl and Wilson (1994) admits that a player at the k-th
level believes that the opponent can be either of the more primitive types. Within this
general class, Camerer et al. (2004) favor the specific parametric model in which a player
at the k-th level best-responds to the belief that the opponent’s type 0, .., k− 1 is drawn
from a truncated Poisson distribution with mean τ . From now on, we refer to this as the
cognitive hierarchy (CH) model. Let us denote these player types Tk. The proportion of
Tk is thus given by

pk =
e−ττk

k!
.

A player of type Tk best responds given the belief that the others players are T0 up to
Tk−1. Tk’s belief about the proportion of Tl<k is hence

gk (l) =
pl∑k−1
h=0 ph

.

In order to adapt the model to games with pre-play communication we must specify how
beliefs are updated after messages have been received. We follow the Online Appendix
in Ellingsen and Östling (2010) and assume Bayesian updating. For the games preceded
by one round of communication, let qki (mi) denote the probability that a Tk player i

13The assumption about L0 players differs from Crawford (2003) in one critical aspect. According to
his specification, L0 receivers best respond to truthful senders. Higher-step senders therefore face no
strategic uncertainty and are completely insensitive to the riskiness of different actions. For example, in
two-player common interest games (as defined by Ellingsen and Östling, 2010), L1 and all higher-step
players would coordinate on the payoff dominant equilibrium.
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sends the message mi (and is allowed to send a message). Tk’s belief that the sender i is
a Tl<k player conditional upon receiving the message mi is

gki (l|mi) =
gk (l) qli (mi)∑k−1

h=0 gk (h) qhi (mi)
=

plqli (mi)∑k−1
h=0 phqhi (mi)

,

where the latter equality follows from the definition of gk (l).
We retain the assumption that players randomize uniformly when indifferent, and

that they prefer to be honest if it does not affect expected payoffs. This implies that the
behavior of levels 0 and 1 is the same in the cognitive hierarchy model and in the level-k
model.
In the cognitive hierarchy model, predicted behavior depends both on the payoff

configuration and the average of the type distribution, τ . Appendix A completely char-
acterizes the behavior of T1, T2 and T3 for all our games based on this model. Here
we focus on describing the main differences between the level-k and cognitive hierarchy
models when we restrict attention to these three levels and the parameter τ ∈ (1.6, 2.7).
Predictions are insensitive to the exact value of τ within this range, and the parameter
choice is in line with previous work.
Our prior, as explained in Ellingsen and Östling (2010), is that the cognitive hierarchy

model predicts better than the level-k model whenever the two models have conflicting
predictions. The models differ primarly because all higher-step thinkers in the cognitive
hierarchy model believe there are some T0 players, and higher-step cognitive hierarchy
players hence face more strategic uncertainty than level-k players.

3. Experimental Design

The experiment consists of nine different 2 × 2 and 3 × 3 games with and without
communication. Each subject played either with communication (called treatment C)
or without (treatment N). They were randomly allocated the role as row or column
player (sender/receiver players in sessions with communication) and kept the same role
in all nine games, each of which was played once, but changed opponent before each new
game. After each game, we elicited beliefs. Subjects received no feedback during the
experiment.
We exclude one of the nine games, Stag Hunt, since it is the only game with multiple

equilibria, which complicates the theoretical analysis. The eight remaining games are
shown in Figure 1. For convenience, we here (but not in the experiment) order all the
payoff matrices so that the action profile 〈1, 1〉 corresponds to the Nash equilibrium
outcome of G. In the communication treatment, it is always the row player that is
allowed to send a message.
The Prisoners’Dilemma (PD) in Panel A was included in the experiment not because

it helps us discriminate between the candidate hypotheses, but as a manipulation check.
All our models predict the outcome 〈1, 1〉 under both treatments. Subjects failing to
take the predicted action either have misunderstood the situation, are influenced by
social preferences or norms, or engage in magical thinking.14

14 In a PD experiment conducted by Shafir and Tversky (1992) thirty-six percent of the subjects

9



Panel A: Manipulation Check
1 2

1 15, 15 45, 4
2 4, 45 30, 30
Prisoners’Dilemma

Panel B: Assurance Games

1 2
1 15, 15 14, 14
2 14, 0 13, 14

1 2 3
1 20, 20 −100,−100 8 (16), 16
2 −100,−100 8, 16 16 (12), 12
3 16, 16 12, 12 12, 12

Vulnerability Game (Alt.) High Risk Game

Panel C: Cheating Games

1 2
1 18, 15 24, 1
2 1, 1 20, 12 (0)

1 2 3
1 20 (22), 20 (22) 50 (21), 0 0, 0
2 0, 50 (21) 0, 0 25, 20
3 0, 0 20, 25 0, 0

(Alt.) Asymmetric (Alt.) Symmetric Cheating Game
Cheating Game

Figure 1. Experimental Games

Panel B displays three games that were included to test whether communication
facilitates coordination. The Vulnerability Game (VG) is adapted from Ellingsen and
Östling (2010, Figure 3), who in turn take their inspiration from Fudenberg and Tirole
(1991, Figure 1.4). VG is dominance solvable, so it is only the irreflexive theories that
predict that communication will improve coordination. The High Risk Game (HRG) was
initially proposed by Gilbert (1990) and studied experimentally by Burton and Sefton
(2004). We also included the Alternative High Risk Game (A-HRG), because we wanted
to distinguish level-k from the CH prediction —level-k predicts that some subjects will
play 2 in HRG, but not in A-HRG, whereas CH subjects never play 2 (under reasonable
parameterizations). HRG and A-HRG are the only games among our eight games that
are not dominance solvable.
Panel C displays four “Cheating Games”included to test whether communication is

used to deceive the receiver. Both the Asymmetric Cheating Game (ACG) and Symmet-
ric Cheating Game (SCG) are adapted from Ellingsen and Östling (2010, Figure 6 and

cooperate in a PD even though most of them defect when they know the opponent’s action. One
explanation is that they “think” that their own defection increases the probability that the other will
defect.
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7). In both games, the irreflexive models predicts that senders will deceive receivers by
sending 2 (in ACG) or 3 (in SCG) to induce them to play the non-equilibrium action 2,
and that some receivers will fall prey to this deception. We also include two alternative
versions of these games, where all theories predict that communication will not influence
beliefs.
The games were played in one order in half of the sessions and in the reverse order in

the other four sessions.15 In both cases, the presentation of payoffs was reversed relative
to the games displayed in the paper for PD and SCG so that the equilibrium would not
always be the upper left location.16 Although we did not randomize subjects into treat-
ments, we analyze the data as if we did (following a common practice in the experimental
economics literature). Except in our structural estimations, we calculate exact p-values
non-parametrically using a permutation test based on randomly re-allocating treatment
indicators 10,000 times.
To reduce the impact of social preferences, the written instructions included the

following text:

You might ask yourself how we want you to act. For the scientific value of
the experiment it is important that all participants set out to maximize their
own individual payoffs. Therefore, we ask you to simply focus on getting as
high payoffs as possible for yourself. All participants have been given this
information asking them to maximize their own expected payoff.

Although we did not investigate explicitly the impact of the framing manipulation, our
results as well as a post-experimental questionnaire suggest that the manipulation did
produce selfishness, but did not completely eliminate concerns about the opponent’s
payoff.17

Instructions also emphasized that messages were not binding in any way:

If you are chosen to be a sender, you will be asked to send a message to
the other participant before you make your decision. In the message you
indicate which action you intend to choose. The other participant will see
your message before she makes her decision about what action to choose.
Please note that you don’t have to choose according to what you say in the
message. Similarly if you are chosen to be a receiver, the other participant will
send you a message before each round, indicating what she will choose. You
will keep your role as a sender or receiver throughout the entire experiment.

15The ordering in four of the sessions were: ACG, SCG, HRG, Stag Hunt, VG, PD, A-HRG, A-SCG,
A-ACG.
16We also varied the order of actions for the Stag Hunt.
17 In the post-experimental survey, we asked subjects whether they hesitated to pick a particular action

because they “were worried that other player’s earnings would be negatively affected”. On a five-point
scale ranging from “In all rounds” (1) to “in no round” (5), subjects responded 3.77. There was no
significant difference across treatments (3.81 without communication and 3.74 with communication,
p = 0.79). If we confine attention to the most selfish subjects (5), results remain roughly the same (see
Appendix E).
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Subjects’beliefs were elicited using a quadratic scoring rule.18 The quadratic scoring
rule is incentive compatible for risk neutral subjects,19 but may give biased estimates if
subjects are risk averse. However, as demonstrated by Offerman et al. (2009) this bias
is reduced if all tasks are paid. We therefore pay all rounds of the experiment. While
paying all tasks always raises some concerns about history dependent income effects, the
problem is probably minor here since subjects are only informed about outcomes at the
end of the experiment.
The experiment was conducted on 11, 14 and 26 October 2010 and on 6 and 8 October

2011 at the Centre for Experimental Economics, Department of Economics, University of
Copenhagen. The experiment was computerized using z-Tree 3.3.4 (Fischbacher, 2007).
We conducted eight sessions, four with communication and four without, with 20-26
participating subjects in each session. In total 182 subjects participated in the study.
Subjects were recruited using ORSEE (Greiner, 2004) from the Centre of Experimen-

tal Economics subject pool, consisting mainly of students from University of Copenhagen.
Subjects were between 18 and 49 years old, with an average age of 24, about 50 percent
were female, 43 percent had participated in experiments before, 48 percent had taken
courses in game theory, and 21 percent stated that they majored or planned to major in
economics.20

Upon arrival to the laboratory, subjects were randomly allocated to a computer. Sub-
jects were asked to read the written instructions. After finishing reading, subjects pressed
a button on the computer and answered some control questions. When all subjects had
answered the control questions correctly, subjects were randomly assigned the role as
receiver or sender (in sessions with communication) and then started playing the first
game. When all games had been played, subjects were asked to type their name on the
screen and to answer a post-experimental questionnaire. Subjects were paid in cash as
soon as everybody had finished the questionnaire.
In the post-experimental survey we asked subjects an open-ended question if they had

experienced any diffi culties during the experiment. Five subjects stated that they had
been confused during the experiment, for example by mixing up messages with actions,
and one subject stated that she was “number blind”. The behavior of these five subjects
did not stand out particularly and omitting them would not affect our conclusions.21

18The payoffs were calculated using the following procedure. Let x = (x1, x2, x3) denote the opponent’s
chosen action and set xk = 1 if action k ∈ {1, 2, 3} is chosen and xk = 0 otherwise. Define the subject’s
belief, x̂ = (x̂1, x̂2, x̂3), to be the probability distribution over the opponent’s actions. The payoff of the
subject is then given by 10 − 5

∑3
k=1(x̂k − xk)2. That is, the payoff ranges between 0 Danish kroner

(DKK) if full probability weight is given to an unchosen action and 10 DKK if the chosen action was
believed to be chosen with certainty.
19See Costa-Gomes and Weizsäcker (2004) for a proof of incentive compatibility in a setting identical

to ours.
20Students that reported having taken game theory courses behaved similarly to other subjects, see

Table E7 in Appendix E for choice data without game theory students.
21One of these subject behaved like a T1 sender in all games except the PD (where the subject

cooperated, but sent a message indicating that he or she would defect). Three of these subjects played as
receivers and generally played the equilibrium action in all games, with a few exceptions (one subject was
fooled in the SCG and one other subject played the risk dominant action in the VG). Two subjects played
as column players in the no communication treatment. One subject behaved exactly like a T1 player,
whereas the other subject mostly played the equilibrium action, but played the risk-dominant action
in VG. This subject also seem to have been confused in the two SCG and played the non-equilibrium
action 2 in these games.
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Subjects were paid in Danish kroner according to the payoff tables in Figure 1, with
1 DKK corresponding to approximately 0.18—0.19 USD at the time of the experiment.
Subjects received no show-up fee. The average payoff for the nine games was 149 DKK
and the average payoff for the belief elicitation task was 71 DKK. In total, subjects were
paid 221 DKK on average, ranging from 122 to 287 DKK. The duration of the experiment
was less than an hour.

4. Game-by-game Results

In the treatment without communication, observed play is summarized by a tuple
〈x, y〉 , with x referring to the row player’s action and y to the column player’s action.
With communication, play is summarized by the tuple 〈m;x, y〉 . Derivations for the
CH model are reported in Appendix A. Table 1 and 2 summarizes the the theoretical
predictions and reveals several challenges for the analysis. First, sensible beliefs do not
yield a unique prediction for HRG and A-HRG. In all other cases, the sensible and
equilibrium beliefs cooincide, so we will not be able to discriminate between the two
reflexive theories.

Table 1. Predictions for All Games (N)
Irreflexive Reflexive

L1/T1 L2 L3 T2/T3 Sensible Eq.
PD 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 1〉
VG 〈1, 2〉 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 2〉 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 1〉
HRG 〈3, 3〉 〈2, 1〉 〈1, 2〉 〈3, 3〉 N/A 〈1, 1〉
A-HRG 〈3, 3〉 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 1〉 〈3, 3〉 N/A 〈1, 1〉
ACG 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 1〉
A-ACG 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 1〉
SCG 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 1〉
A-SCG 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 1〉
The CH prediction requires that 1.6 < τ < 2.7.

Second, the two irreflexive theories largely coincide. By construction, one-step thinkers
behave alike. Higher-step thinkers only behave differently in HRG, A-HRG and VG be-
cause higher-level thinkers play the “safe strategy” in these games with the cognitive
hierarchy model. Receivers always behave in the same way according to both models.
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Table 2. Predictions for All Games (C)
Irreflexive Reflexive

L1/T1 L2 L3 T2 T3 Sensible Eq.
PD 〈1; 1, 1〉 〈1; 1, 1〉 〈1; 1, 1〉 〈1; 1, 1〉 〈1; 1, 1〉 〈2; 1, 1〉 〈2; 1, 1〉
VG 〈1; 1,BR〉〈1; 1,BR〉〈1; 1,BR〉〈1; 1,BR〉〈1; 1,BR〉 〈1; 1, 1〉 〈1; 1, 1〉
HRG 〈3; 3,BR〉〈1; 1,BR〉〈1; 1,BR〉〈3; 3,BR〉〈3; 3,BR〉 〈1; 1, 1〉 〈1; 1, 1〉
A-HRG 〈3; 3,BR〉〈1; 1,BR〉〈1; 1,BR〉〈3; 3,BR〉〈3; 3,BR〉 〈1; 1, 1〉 〈1; 1, 1〉
ACG 〈1; 1,BR〉〈2; 1,BR〉〈2; 1, 1〉 〈2; 1,BR〉〈2; 1, 1〉 〈2; 1, 1〉 〈2; 1, 1〉
A-ACG 〈1; 1, 1〉 〈1; 1, 1〉 〈1; 1, 1〉 〈1; 1, 1〉 〈1; 1, 1〉 〈1; 1, 1〉 〈1; 1, 1〉
SCG 〈1; 1,BR〉〈3; 1,BR〉〈3; 1, 1〉 〈3; 1,BR〉〈3; 1, 1〉 〈3; 1, 1〉 〈3; 1, 1〉
A-SCG 〈1; 1,BR〉〈1; 1,BR〉〈1; 1,BR〉〈1; 1,BR〉〈1; 1,BR〉 〈1; 1, 1〉 〈1; 1, 1〉
The CH prediction requires that 1.6 < τ < 2.7. The sensible beliefs criterion does not
specify what receivers of inconsistent messages do in HRG and A-HRG.

4.1. Messages and Actions

We first analyze the behavioral data, i.e. messages and actions.
There is little sign that the game order mattered. Comparing the sessions with

different ordering of the eight games, game by game and separately for each player role
and treatment, i.e., four comparisons for each game, actions only differ significantly
depending of the ordering of the games at the 10 percent level in three cases. Likewise,
comparing between sessions within treatments for each game and player role, there is no
evidence of session specific effects (chosen actions differ at the 10 percent level in 2 out
of 32 comparisons). Finally, chosen actions do not differ across player roles for the three
symmetric games in the treatment without communication.
Table 3 summarizes the predicted effect of communication on equilibrium action play.

The irreflexive theories only differ for HRG and A-HRG, where level-k predicts a positive
effect of communication, whereas cognitive hierarchy predicts no effect. The reflexive
theories only differ in HRG and A-HRG, where sensible beliefs allow for a positive effect
of communication, whereas equilibrium beliefs do not.
As Table 3 shows, we find a positive effect of communication in both PD and A-SCG,

which is not predicted by any of the theories under consideration. In the remaining games,
we find a positive effect of communication in HRG and A-HRG, which is consistent with
both level-k and sensible beliefs, but we do not find support for the positive effect of
communication in VG predicted by both irreflexive theories. The negative effect in ACG
is consistent with irreflexive theories, whereas the predicted negative effect according to
the irreflexive models in SCG does not show up in the data.
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Table 3. The Effect of Communication on Equilibrium Play
Predictions Results

Lk CH Sensible Eq. N (%) C (%) Diff. p-value
PD 0 0 0 0 78.4 90.4 12.0 0.03
VG + + 0 0 73.9 77.7 3.8 0.57
HRG + 0 (+) 0 45.5 76.6 31.1 0.00
A-HRG + 0 (+) 0 59.1 78.7 19.6 0.00
ACG − − 0 0 95.5 84.0 −11.4 0.01
A-ACG 0 0 0 0 98.9 97.9 −0.1 0.91
SCG − − 0 0 88.6 88.3 −0.3 0.84
A-SCG 0 0 0 0 89.8 97.9 8.1 0.02
The left panel of the table shows whether the models predict equilibrium action 1 more
or less often with communication, and the right panel displays the fraction of subjects
that played 1 in each treatment. p-values are estimated non-parametrically by randomly
permuting treatment indicators 10,000 times.

Overall, these findings suggest that no single theory can account for the effect of
communication in all games. Closer inspection of the data reveals that a mixture of
different models is needed to explain the data. Too see this, we now discuss the results
for each game in more detail. Table 4 summarizes aggregate choice data for all games.
Detailed data on messages and beliefs are reported in Appendix B.

Table 4. Actions in All Games
No communication Communication
Row Column Sender Receiver

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
PD 37 7 32 12 41 6 44 3
VG 44 0 21 23 47 0 26 21
HRG 17 0 27 23 0 21 33 0 14 39 0 8
A-HRG 26 0 18 26 0 18 32 0 15 42 0 5
ACG 41 3 43 1 41 6 38 9
A-ACG 43 1 44 0 46 1 46 1
SCG 39 5 0 39 4 1 42 4 1 41 6 0
A-SCG 39 4 1 40 3 1 45 0 2 47 0 0

Prisoners’Dilemma. All theories under consideration predict that subjects play
action 1, which 84.6 percent did. However, a sizable minority choose the cooperative
action 2. This choice is not merely a random mistake; it correlates with cooperative
behavior in other games. We therefore report some of our results both with and with-
out “deviant”subjects. Respectful of the convention not to drop observations, we keep
all observations in tables reported in the main text, relegating analyses that exclude
PD-cooperators to Appendix E. Interestingly, a majority (70.2 percent) of the senders
deceptively send the message 2, but, as we will see below, this barely shift receiver’s be-
liefs and only 9.1 percent of the receivers responded by playing 2 after receiving message
2. In sharp contrast to most previous studies of communication in Prisoners’Dilemmas,
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starting with Deutsch (1958), we have that fewer subjects cooperate when communica-
tion is allowed.22 Since so few subjects cooperate, we cannot seriously investigate the
impact of message content on cooperation. However, we note that all three cooperating
receivers who received a message indicating that the sender intended to cooperate.
Vulnerability Game. In line with the prediction of all theories, row players always

play the dominant action 1 in the VG.23 However, among the column players, only 48
percent play 1 without communication. Apparently, many subjects do not trust their
opponents to play undominated actions, and action 2 is a best response for the column
player whenever she attaches probability less than 14/15 to the row player choosing
action 1. The irreflexive models capture this intuition; both versions predict that level-1
column players should play 2, and CH predict that level-2 should do so as well. With
communication, the fraction of column players picking 1 goes up to 55 percent, but the
difference is not statistically significant and far below the uniform theoretical prediction
of 1.24

From the viewpoint of reflexive models, the lack of response to communication in VG
is unproblematic. To the extent that players are reflexive, they should always play action
1; other behaviors are random mistakes that should not vary across treatments. For our
version of the cognitive hierarchy model, the finding is more problematic. After receiving
message 1, all receivers ought to become completely convinced that the sender will play
1 and respond by playing 1.
High Risk Games. Behavior in HRG and A-HRG challenges both reflexive and

irreflexive theories. In HRG without communication, about 45 percent of the subjects
play the equilibrium action 1. The remaining subjects opt for the safe action 3; not a
single subject plays the risky action 2. Viewed as standalone explanations, reflexive the-
ories are either mute (rationalizability) or performing quite poorly (equilibrium). Level-k
performs poorly too, since it predicts that actions 1 and 2 are played equally often, and
in proportion to the total fraction of level-2 and level-3 among the subjects. CH does
better than level-k. By further increasing the fraction of subjects that are predicted to
play 3, it avoids the dubious prediction that some subjects would play 2.25 However, CH
cannot account for the subjects that play 1. The treatment N data puts an upper bound
on equilibrium types as well as on CH types, but since sensible types are unrestricted by
the action data, it puts no lower bound on any type.
Let us now turn to the effect of communication. As shown in Table 5, 66 percent

of the senders send message 1 and these messages are generally truthful, as predicted
for equilibrium and sensible senders, but not for T1+. The remaining 34 percent send

22But see also Charness (2000), who reports that only about ten percent of subjects cooperate in a
PD with communication about intentions. Although Charness reports no control treatment without
communication, it is diffi cult to imagine that cooperation rates could have been much lower in such a
treatment.
23This is reassuring since one potential worry with the framing we used is that it might induce players

to behave spitefully. In the VG it is particularly cheap for the row player to be spiteful. The row player
can only loose 1 DKK by playing 2, but this might cause the column player to lose 15 DKK.
24The prediction failure is only partly due to three senders that send the message 2, which receivers

responded to by playing the safe action 2, but column players’equilibrium behavior still does not increase
significantly if these three observations are dropped (p = 0.27).
25Again one might argue that we ought to admit a small probability of implementation mistakes in

level-k rather than going all the way to CH.
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message 3, and in most cases play 3.26 The latter behavior is consistent with T1+, but
not with reflexive types. The overall increase in play of action 1 from about 0.45 in
treatment N to about 0.77 in treatment C, is statistically significant. Given the universe
of models currently under consideration, the sender data from HRG thus suggests that
about a third of the subjects are CH types, with the remainder being reflexive.

Table 5. Messages and Actions in HRG (C)
Actions: Row, column

Message 1,1 1,3 3,1 3,3 Total
1 24 5 2 0 31
3 3 1 10 2 16

Total 27 6 12 2
No player sent the message 2 or played 2, so message and action
2 is omitted from the table.

For completeness, let us also briefly consider data from the A-HRG. Our main reason
for considering A-HRG was that we wanted to test the level-k prediction that some
subjects would play 2 in HRG, but none would do so in A-HRG. Since no subject played
2 in HRG, we have already rejected this feature of the level-k model, thereby supporting
our prior that CH tends to do better when the two models have conflicting predictions.
As shown in Table 5, behavior is very similar in the A-HRG compared to the HRG in
both treatments, and there is statistically significant increase in play of action 1 when
players communicate.
Cheating Games. In the two dominance-solvable games ACG and SCG, the ir-

reflexive theories predict that communication will be used deceptively. Without com-
munication, almost all players play 1 in both games, which is the uniform theoretical
prediction.27

With communication, coordination decreases in ACG, and especially column players
that receive the deceptive message 2 are more likely to play 2. All theories except L1/T1
predict that senders should send the message 2, whereas only 42.6 percent of senders
send the message 2 (see Table B4). We do not consider this to be conclusive evidence
that more than half of the subjects are L1/T1 or fail to see the opportunity to cheat
the opponent. Some players may feel a resistance to tell such a lie, either because they
consider it unlikely to succeed or because the own gain is too small compared to their
opponent’s loss.28 Among receivers of message 2, 40.0 percent responded by playing 2,
a behavior that is not rationalizable but consistent with level-1 and level-2 reasoning.

26 In the remaining 4 out of 16 cases, message 3 is instead followed by action 1. One interpretation is
that these subjects change their assessment of the likelihood that the opponent will play 1 as a response
to the message 3. Another possibility is that they are rational and think from the beginning that both
messages could be equally effective in bringing about action 1.
27Somewhat surprisingly, as many as 10.2 percent of subjects takes action 2 in the SCG, which is

dominated by action 1 once action 3 is eliminated. These subjects must either be thinking that the
opponent is likely to play 3 or they must be considering total payoffs instead of their own individual
payoffs. Since five of these nine subjects that played 2 also played action 2 in the PD, we suspect that
total payoff maximization is the explanation.
28 Indeed, among the 20 senders that reported that they never hesitated about the consequences for

others, 15 sent a deceptive message. By comparison, only 2 out of the 14 subjects that hesitated in all
or almost all rounds sent a deceptive message.
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In the SCG, communication appears to have no effect. However, 53.2 percent of
senders sends a non-truthful message 2 as level-2 and level-3 senders are predicted to do
(see Table B6). Among the receivers of message 3, only 23.1 percent behave as level-1 or
level-2 and respond by playing 2, whereas the rest responded by playing 1.
We also included two alternative versions of ACG and SCG where the incentive to

cheat is removed. In both A-ACG and A-SCG behavior is almost exclusively concentrated
on the dominant outcome 〈1, 1〉, both with and without communication. However, in the
A-SCG, a somewhat smaller fraction of subjects play 1 without communication than
with. This effect could be explained by the presence of subjects with social preferences
(when excluding subjects who cooperate in PD, p = 0.20).

A very rough summary of the behavioral data is that the reflexive approach can
account for about half of the explained behavior, that existing irreflexive models account
for up to a third of it, and that the rest can be accounted for by a similar irreflexive
model in which players disregard communication.

4.2. Beliefs

Table 6 summarizes the effect of pre-play communication on beliefs. The first column
in Table 6 displays the treatment difference between players’point beliefs (expressed as
percentages) that the opponent will play 1. A positive number indicates that the belief
that the opponent plays 1 is stronger with communication. Table 6 also reports the
corresponding comparison for senders and receivers separately and conditional on the
message that was sent. Note that in some games, very few players send other messages
than message 1, and the estimates are therefore calculated using very few observations
in some cases.

Table 6. The Effect of Communication on Equilibrium Beliefs
Sender vs. row Receiver vs. column

Overall Message 1 Other Message 1 Other
PD −0.3 16.0∗∗ 0.8 −0.5 −6.7
VG 5.3 17.8∗∗ −49.3∗∗ −1.4 −24.6∗∗∗

HRG 19.3∗∗∗ 34.8∗∗∗ 21.6∗∗ 23.5∗∗∗ −21.0∗∗

A-HRG 21.4∗∗∗ 30.1∗∗∗ −6.0 31.5∗∗∗ −12.5
ACG −12.8∗∗∗ −2.1 −40.0∗∗∗ −1.9 −14.9∗∗

A-ACG 4.8∗ 5.47 n.e. 4.2 n.e.
SCG −7.12∗ 18.8∗∗∗ −32.8∗∗∗ 6.4 −8.2
A-SCG 13.4∗∗∗ 21.2∗∗∗ −26.6∗ 12.5∗∗∗ −20.3∗

This table shows the difference in stated beliefs that the opponent will play the equilib-
rium action between treatments C and N . p-values are estimated non-parametrically by
randomly permuting treatment indicators 10,000 times. One asterisk denotes a p-value
below 10 percent, two asterisks 5 percent and three asterisks 1 percent.

The first column in Table 6 shows that beliefs tend to move in the same direction
as actions (cf. Table 3) when players can communicate. One exception is PD, where
equilibrium play is more common with communication, while beliefs are unchanged.
A general tendency in Table 6 is that senders are more optimistic about the effect of
messages than receivers. For example, in the VG, senders of message 1 believe that
the message will impact receiver behavior, which is in line with the irreflexive prediction,
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whereas receivers’beliefs are unaffected by this message. When communication is allowed
in the HRG, the message 1 in general pushes the receiver to assign a greater probability to
the event that 1 is played, but receivers tend to be uncertain, and a significant proportion
of subjects still considers it likely that the sender will play action 3. Similarly, senders
of deceptive messages in the Cheating Games believe that receivers’ behavior will be
strongly influenced by the message, again in line with the irreflexive prediction, but
deceptive messages have much smaller effect on receiver’s beliefs. While unresponsive
beliefs in VG and Cheating Games are consistent with the reflexive models, unresponsive
beliefs in HRG and A-HRG are inconsistent with all our models. We discuss such sceptic
receivers further in the next section.
The irreflexive models not only provides a prediction about how communication will

affect beliefs, but also about the distribution of beliefs. For example, if we focus on the
CH model and the case of τ = 2, 27% of the subjects ought to be level 1 and hence believe
all actions to be equally likely under no communication. Figures B1-B5 show bubble plots
of player’s stated beliefs in both treatments. One striking feature of these plots is that
few players report uniform beliefs. This is particularly true for the games with three
actions. For example, in the HRG under no communcation, most players either think
that the opponent is quite likely to play 1, or that the opponent is quite likely to play 3
(Figure B1 and B2). These two beliefs correspond, respectively, to equilibrium and CH
level-2. There are a few subjects who think that all actions are about equally likely (hold
level-1 beliefs), but there are more subjects that hold intermediate beliefs concentrated
on 1 and 3 only. Overall, these beliefs are not compatible with CH; rather, they are like
a mixture of equilibrium beliefs and higher-level CH.

5. Behavior across Games

So far, we have analyzed each game separately. In this section, we instead look for
regularities across games. Following the lead of Stahl and Wilson (1994), Costa-Gomes
et al. (2001), and Costa-Gomes and Crawford (2006), we seek to estimate the distribution
of player types from behavior in all games.
As Table 1 and 2 show, we cannot disinguish the two reflexive types and will therefore

only admit the equilibrium type in our estimation. In the no communication treatment
it will be impossible to distinguish between levels 1-3 in CH. With communication it
is diffi cult to distinguish between the different types, because they all respond to equi-
librium messages with equilibrium play. Responders will display interesting differences
in behavior only following a few non-equilibrium messages, especially in the Cheating
Games. Thus, for receivers, we must confine attention to the distinction between reflex-
ive and irreflexive players only. For these reasons, we confine attention to three player
types, namely R, T1 and T3.
To get an overall picture of how players behave across games, Table 7 shows the

fraction of players that play according to the prediction of a particular thinker type in
at least 5, 6, 7 or 8 games. Table 7 suggests that both CH and equilibrium types are
prevalent among subjects. In order to estimate this more carefully, we now proceed to a
structural econometric analysis of behavior across games.
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Table 7. Player Types across Games
No communication Communication
TN1−3 R TC1 TC2 TC3 TC1−3 R

8 0.26 0.19 0.13 0.13 0.19 0.26 0.18
7 0.45 0.44 0.33 0.31 0.35 0.47 0.38
6 0.66 0.75 0.51 0.48 0.52 0.65 0.65
5 0.90 0.93 0.68 0.69 0.72 0.87 0.83
The table shows the fraction of players that played like Tk or equilibrium
players in 5, 6, 7 or 8 games.

5.1. Estimation of Type Distribution
In the econometric specification, we assume that each player’s type is drawn from a

common distribution. Players are assumed to play according to their type in all games,
but with probability ε (independent and the same for each game) the player makes a
mistake and may be picking some other strategy. Except that we do not allow a type-
specific error parameter, we closely follow the econometric specification of Costa-Gomes
et al. (2001).29 We do not allow T0 types in our econometric specification and any
such behavior will instead be captured by the error term. Note that this specification
is consistent with the theory, since there too L0 can be a mere figment of higher types’
imagination.
Formally, let i = 1, ..., N index subjects and j = 1, ..., 8 the different games. Let

k = 1, 3, R denote the three player types, and cj be the number of choices available to a
player in game j. The games in G have two or three actions, so in the treatment without
communication, cj = 2 or 3. With communication, cj = 4 or 9 for senders since there
are 4 or 9 message-action combinations. Receivers can only pick actions conditional on
received messages, so cj = 2 or 3.
For each game, a player of type k tends to make the choice associated with her type,

but in each game makes an error with probability ε ∈ [0, 1]. If she makes an error,
she takes every action with probability 1/cj . Thus, the probability that a type k player
follows her specified strategy in a particular game is (1− ε)+ε/cj . Errors are identically
and independently distributed across games and subjects.
Let xijk be a binary variable indicating whether player i made type k’s choices in

game j. Let p = (p1, p3, pR) with p1 + p3 + pR = 1 be the prior type distribution. The
probability of observing a type k player making type k choices is

lik
(
ε|xik

)
=

8∏
j=1

[(1− ε) + ε/cj ]
xijk [(cj − 1)ε/cj ]

1−xijk ,

where xik =
(
xi1k , ..., x

i8
k

)
. The prior probability of observing xi = (xi1, x

i
2, x

i
R) choices of

a randomly chosen player is consequently

li
(
p, ε|xi

)
=

∑
k∈{1,3,R}

pk

8∏
j=1

[(1− ε) + ε/cj ]
xijk [(cj − 1)ε/cj ]

(1−xijk ) .

29Our specification also differs from Stahl and Wilson (1995). They allow type-specific logit choice
errors which imply that more costly mistakes are less probable.
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Taking the logarithm and summing over subjects yields the overall log-likelihood function

ln l (p, ε|x) =

N∑
i=1

ln
∑

k∈{1,3,R}

pk

8∏
j=1

[(1− ε) + ε/cj ]
xijk [(cj − 1)ε/cj ]

(1−xijk ) .

This model has three parameters: ε, p1, and p3 (since pR = 1 − p1 − p3). These
parameters are estimated by numerically maximizing the log-likelihood function. The
95 percent confidence intervals for the parameters are obtained by bootstrapping (the
maximum likelihood confidence intervals are however very similar).
With communication, the model must be estimated separately for senders and re-

ceivers since the likelihoods are calculated differently (with c = 4 or 9 for senders and 2
or 3 for receivers).

Table 8. Structural Type Estimation
No communication

Both roles
ε 0.18 [0.14, 0.23]
p1 0.48 [0.36, 0.60]
p3 n.e. n.e.
pR 0.52 [0.40, 0.64]
N 88

Communication
Senders Receivers

ε 0.38 [0.33, 0.43] 0.20 [0.13, 0.27] 0.20 [0.13, 0.26]
p1 0.27 [0.07, 0.48] 0.26 [0.07, 0.46] 0.28 [0.08, 0.48]
p3 n.e. n.e. 0.74 [0.54, 0.93] n.e. n.e.
pR 0.73 [0.52, 0.93] n.e. n.e. 0.72 [0.52, 0.92]
N 47 47 47
Numbers within squared brackets show 95 percent bootstrapped confidence interval
based on 1, 000 replications.

The first column of Table 8 shows the parameter estimates for the treatment without
communication. Recall that we cannot separate between CH-types without communi-
cation, or among the receivers. For the senders, we could in principle separate, but as
it happens we do not identify level-2 or level-3.30 Roughly, half the players fall in the
reflexive category without communication. With communication, an additional fraction
of twenty percent fall in the reflexive category.
Since we did not anticipate that the type distribution would differ across treatments,

our interpretations are necessarily speculative. One possibility is that communication
induces players to think more deeply about the opponent’s motives. Another possibility

30The reason is that message 3 in HRG, which is a signature of irreflexive players, is rarely associated
with cheating in ACG or SCG. We comment more on this finding in the final section. In addition, cheating
in ACG or SCG is typically associated with untruthful messages in the PD, which is not predicted for
CH types.
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is that our assumption that people whose beliefs correspond to the cognitive hierarchy
model without communication do not satisfy the additional assumptions that we impose
to predict their behavior with communication. For example, some of them may disbelieve
messages. The latter hypothesis is straightforward to test by adding “sceptical”CH (CH-
S) receivers in the structural model. Sceptical receivers ignore messages completely and
thus behave like column CH players in treatment N . The results from this estimation is
shown in Table 9.

Table 9. Type Estimation (Incl. Sceptics)
Receivers

ε 0.12 [0.08, 0.17] 0.12 [0.08, 0.16]
p1 0.30 [0.13, 0.48] 0.28 [0.11, 0.45]
p3 0.54 [0.35, 0.73] n.e. n.e.
pR n.e. n.e. 0.57 [0.38, 0.75]
pCH−S 0.16 [0.04, 0.28] 0.16 [0.04, 0.27]
N 47 47
Numbers within squared brackets show 95 percent boot-
strapped confidence interval based on 1, 000 replications.

Table 9 shows that 16 percent of receivers are better described as sceptical CH types
than reflexive types. The significant fraction of sceptical CH types suggests that there
might also be other types among players our structural analysis ignores. Thus, we next
analyze the data non-structurally.

5.2. Cluster Analysis

Cluster analysis is tool that can be used for data mining purposes, i.e., to discover
regularities in the data.31 The analysis can be conducted in several different ways, but
is unsuitable for ordinary statistical inferences. However, presence of large clusters that
do not overlap with our theoretical categories would suggest that the structural analysis
is mis-specified.
Our cluster analysis proceeds as follows. For each subject, we code variables indicating

what strategy the player used in each of the games. Within a treatment and player role,
we then calculate how dissimilar the choices of different subjects are. There are several
measures of similarity. We choose the Gower similarity measure, as it can handle missing
observations. (This is important when analyzing the games with communication. For
example, two receivers may have received different messages, and that should not make
them dissimilar.) The dissimiliarity between subject i and j is∑

v δijvdijv∑
v δijv

,

where δijv takes value 1 if the values for both individual i and j are non-missing and 0
otherwise, and variables are indexed by v. Here, v indexes the games. When analyzing
strategies, there is no natural way to distinguish degrees of dissimilarity within the games

31Use of clustering techniques for organizing data from game experiments has hitherto been rare, but
see Brocas et al. (2014) for a an example. Costa-Gomes and Crawford (2006) explore a related but more
structural estimation strategy.
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that we consider. Thus, the dissimilarity dijv is 1 if player i and j pick different strategies
in game v and 0 otherwise. In other words, the dissimilarity between two players is simply
the fraction of games in which they choose different strategies.32

After the dissimilarity matrix is calculated, clusters are formed through hierarchical
agglomorative complete linkage: The most similar subjects are first grouped together,
then the most similar of these groups etc. The similarity of two groups is determined by
the two subjects from each group that differs the most. This procedure can be represented
in a dendrogram. We present these dendrograms in Appendix D for five to seven clusters.
To see how these clusters correspond to the structurally estimated types, Table 10 cross-
tabulates the clusters with the type classification from the structural analysis.
Without communication, our structurally estimated CH and reflexive types are quite

cleanly separated into different clusters for both players roles. However, for the row
players, there is a cluster containing subjects that were equally likely to be CH and
reflexive types in the structural analysis. These 10 subjects in Cluster 1 mostly play
action 1 except in High Risk Game, where they play the safe action. Since these subjects
play the safe action in the High Risk Game, but the risky equilibrium action in the
Alternative High Risk Game, they fall “inbetween”CH and reflexive types.
When we study the differences between clusters of players that the structural model

assigned as reflexive, we may get a glimpse of at least one additional distinct type, pos-
sibly a “magical thinker.”These subjects not only play attractive equilibrium strategies
in HRG and A-HRG, but also play the non-equilibrium action in PD (Cluster 4 for Row
players and Cluster 1 for Column players). Of course, these subjects could also be “joint
payoff maximizers”chosing to ignore our instruction to behave selfishly.
For senders, there are four possible strategies for two actions and nine possible strate-

gies for the games with three actions. As shown by Table 10, T1 senders are not neatly
separated into clusters, whereas the reflexive types primarily correspond to Cluster 1
and 2. In one of them, Cluster 2, subjects predominantly send and play the equilibrium
action in HRG and A-HRG, send a deceptive message in PD, but many of them do not
lie in the Cheating Games. Thus these subjects are well described by equilibrium, but
with either inability or resistance to exploit the cheating opportunity in the Cheating
Games. In Cluster 1, behavior is quite similar, but with a greater tendency for lying in
the Cheating Games, and a somewhat smaller propensity to send and play 1 in HRG and
A-HRG. Cluster 1 thus resembles a mixture of equilibrium and T2+.

32The current clustering routine in Stata will only solve this problem for binary variables d. While
single binary variable suffi ces to code actions in 2 × 2 games, it does not suffi ce for our 3 × 3 games or
to code strategies in the games with communication. To circumvent this problem without programming
a new routine, let each action in the game in the no communication treatment correspond to a binary
variable. For the five 2× 2 games and four 3× 3 games that enter the analysis, there are thus 22 binary
variables, of which at most 18 may take on different values for two players, since one must be the same in
each 3× 3 game. It is easy to check that this procedure, after multiplying the resulting index by 22/18,
yields exactly the same dissimilarity number as defined above. The same equivalance between the two
procedures holds also when analyzing strategies in the games with communication (but the constant will
be different).
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Table 10. Cluster Analysis of Actions
Cluster

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Row CH 0 15 0 0 1 0 1
players R 8 0 2 5 0 1 0

Unclassified 10 0 0 0 0 1 0

Column CH 1 0 0 17 2
players R 3 4 17 0 0

Senders CH 1 3 2 4 5
R 14 11 4 2 0
Unclassified 1 0 0 0 0

Receivers CH 1 7 2 1 0 0 1
R 10 0 0 0 7 1 3
Unclassified 8 1 2 1 0 1 1

Receivers CH 1 7 2 1 0 0 0
CH Sceptics 0 0 0 0 3 0 5
R 10 0 0 0 4 1 0
Unclassified 8 1 2 1 0 1 0

Finally, we analyze receiver behavior. Since receivers often get different messages,
several variables will typically be missing when calculating the dissimilarity across pairs.
This means that dissimilarity calculations are sometimes based on very few observations,
so the cluster analysis must be interpreted with extra caution. From Table 10 we see that
most CH types belong to Cluster 2, whereas reflexive types mostly are found in Cluster
1. The only real difference between these two main clusters is that Cluster 1 subjects
always play the equilibrium action in the Cheating Games, whereas subjects in Cluster
2 are cheated into playing action 2 if they receive the relevant non-equilibrium message.
To summarize, then, there is considerable correlation between the structural and non-

structural analysis of actions, with the cluster analysis offering some clues to additional
structural patterns.

6. Concluding Remarks

This paper reports on an experiment that studies individual behavior across several
communication games. The evidence confirms the prediction, shared by many models,
that communication supports coordination in some one-shot games. The experiment also
shows that communication may destroy coordination in other one-shot games.
When we analyze the data game by game, there are often multiple possible explana-

tions for each regularity. The intra-subject design provides a much more stringent test.
Two behavioral types stand out.
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First, as in several previous studies seeking to identify player types, we find that
about forty percent of the players come across as reflexive. Even without communication
these subjects play Nash equilibrium, not only in dominance-solvable games, but also in
our two games with an attractive and unique equilibrium.
Second, the behavior of twenty-five to thirty percent of the subjects are well described

by level-k or CH with a belief in and a (lexicographically weak) preference for honest
communication. When these subjects receive non-equilibrium messages in ACG or SCG,
they are cheated. There also appears to be a smaller group of players whose behavior
conforms to level-k or CH, but who do not believe in communication.
However, it is less clear which level of reasoning the irreflexive subjects engage in. In

our experiment, behavioral differences can primarily be identified from sender behavior.
Since all CH senders are predicted to send the message 3 in HRG, and reflexive senders
are never predicted to do so, we can identify higher level thinking from the fraction of such
players that send the message 2 (or 3) and subsequently play 1 in both Cheating Games.
There are only two subjects that behave accordingly. Instead, cheating attempts in the
Cheating Games are largely associated with message 1 in HRG. Based on the behavioral
data, we must thus conclude that level-1 best represents the irreflexive types posited by
Ellingsen and Östling (2010). On the other hand, even this conclusion is tenuous: When
we consider the belief data, it is abundantly clear that uniform beliefs are very rare, even
without communication. Hence, if level-1 is so common, our specification of level-0 can
not be quite right.
The lack of evidence in support of T2+ implies that the parametrized cognitive hi-

erarchy model of Ellingsen and Östling (2010) does not at all contribute to explain
the observed sophisticated communication behavior by which strategic senders improve
coordination in HRG and reduce it in ACG. That parametetrization also predicts a
considerably larger effect of communication in VG than we observe.
Is it possible to modify the model to better account for observed behavior? One

possibility is that some players have positive lying costs and such T2+ senders therefore
refrain from cheating. Another possibility is to parametrize the cognitive hierarchy model
differently. T3 senders that believe there are fewer T0 receivers will send and play 1 in
HRG, whereas they will continue to cheat in ACG. As long as T3 players believe there
are suffi ciently many T0 players, they will avoid the dubious action 2 in HRG without
communication. The observed sophisticated sender behavior can therefore be reconciled
with the model for a narrow range of τ outside the typical values found in previous
studies (τ has to be between 3.4 and 3.9). Another possible explanation for some of our
findings is that the opportunity to send a message induces senders to think differently
about the opponent. Perhaps people mentalize more when they communicate than when
they do not? In the language of Alaoui and Penta (2016), the games with and without
communication may not be cognitively equivalent. A more radical departure from the
present framework is to allow the players’reflexivity itself to depend on the structural
features of the game. Perhaps the existence of a focal equilibrium increases the players’
propensity to engage in reflexive as opposed to irreflexive reasoning? And if people have
an ability to engage in both modes of reasoning, perhaps players who find themselves
primarily thinking reflexively consider the possibility that their opponent might make a
mistake or be an L1 type? Our hunch is that some players reason like this in the assurance
games. Discriminating between these alternative hypotheses would require a different
experimental design with more games and a cleaner separation of types. For example,
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one way to test the hypothesis that people mentalize more when communication is allowed
is to let senders play the same game with two opponents, and vary the opportunities to
send a message. Is it the mere thought of sending a message that is responsible for the
change in behavior, or is it the fact that the opponent will receive the message that is
decisive?
Our experimental design promotes clean testing of existing theories, but presumably

at the cost of reduced external validity. Communication in the field often involves richer
language and stronger honesty norms. On the other hand, improved understanding of
the impact of communication on beliefs should allow us to better interpret what happens
under more realistic protocols and preferences; see Crawford (2016) for a discussion of
the next steps from stylized cheap-talk models to more ecologically relevant strategic
communication.
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Appendix A: Cognitive Hierarchy Predictions

In this Appendix we completely characterize the behavior of T1 to T3 using the Poisson
version of the cognitive hierarchy model described in the main text. For simplicity, we
disregard cases in which the combination of τ and the payoff structure of the game implies
that T2+ is indifferent between strategies.

Prisoners’Dilemma

In the Prisoners’Dilemma, the cognitive hierarchy and level-k models have the same
prediction. T1+ players play the dominant equlibrium action 1 irrespective of whether
comunication is allowed or not.

Vulnerability Game

TN1 plays 〈1, 2〉. TN2 plays 〈1, 1〉 rather than 〈1, 2〉 whenever

7.5g2 (0) + 15g2 (1) > 14,

which is equivalent to τ > 6.5. TN3 play 〈1, 1〉 rather than 〈1, 2〉 whenever

7.5g3 (0) + 15g3 (1) + 15g3 (2) > 14,

i.e. whenever τ >
√

14− 1 = 2.7.
With communication, receivers do not face a tradeoff between the safe and risky

action and TC1+ therefore play 〈1, 1, BR〉.
Table A1 summarizes the predictions for the VG.

Table A1. Predicted Strategies (VG)
N C

τ < 2.7 2.7 < τ < 6.5 τ > 6.5 any τ
TN1 〈1, 2〉 〈1, 2〉 〈1, 2〉 TC1 〈1, 1, BR〉
TN2 〈1, 2〉 〈1, 2〉 〈1, 1〉 TC2 〈1, 1, BR〉
TN3 〈1, 2〉 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 1〉 TC3 〈1, 1, BR〉

High Risk Game

TN1 play 〈3, 3〉. Row player TN2 prefers 2 over 3 whenever

−76/3g2 (0) + 16g2 (1) > 40/3g2 (0) + 12g2 (1) ,

i.e., whenever τ > 29/3 = 9.7. Column player TN2 prefers 1 over 3 whenever

−64/3g2 (0) + 16g2 (1) > 40/3g2 (0) + 12g2 (1) ,

which is equivalent to τ > 26/3 = 8.7.
The behavior of TN2 implies that we must distinguish between three different cases.
Case 1 (τ < 8.7, TN2 play 〈3, 3〉). Row player TN3 prefers 2 over 3 whenever

−76/3g3 (0) + 16g3 (1) + 16g3 (2) > 40/3g3 (0) + 12g3 (1) + 12g3 (2) ,
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which is equivalent to τ > 1
6

√
3
√

235 − 0.5 = 3.9. Column player TN3 prefers 1 over 3
whenever:

−64/3g3 (0) + 16g3 (1) + 16g3 (2) > 40/3g3 (0) + 12g3 (1) + 12g3 (2) ,

i.e. whenever τ > 1
3

√
3
√

55− 1 = 3.3.
Case 2 (8.7 < τ < 9.7, TN2 play 〈3, 1〉). In this case, 3 is always better than 2 for

the row player. Action 1 is always preferred over 3 in this case. To see this, note that 1
is better than 3 whenever

−72/3g3 (0) + 8g3 (1) + 20g3 (2) > 40/3g3 (0) + 12g3 (1) + 16g3 (2) ,

which is equivalent to τ >
√

1/3
√

131 − 5 = 1.6. Column player TN3 prefers 1 over 3
whenever

−64/3g3 (0) + 16g3 (1) + 16g3 (2) > 40/3g3 (0) + 12g3 (1) + 12g3 (2) ,

i.e. whenever τ >
√

1/3
√

55− 1 = 3.3, so that 1 is always played.
Case 3 (τ > 9.7, TN2 play 〈2, 1〉). The row player faces the same trade-off as in Case

2 and therefore play 1. For the column player, 2 is preferred over 1 for all τ . Action 2 is
preferred over 3 whenever

−72/3g3 (0) + 12g3 (1) + 16g3 (2) > 40/3g3 (0) + 12g3 (1) + 12g3 (2) ,

τ >
√

56/3 = 4.3205,

which is equivalent to τ >
√

56/3 = 4.3, so the column players always play 2.
The predictions without communication is summarized in Table A2.

Table A2. Predicted Strategies (HRG Treatment N)
τ < 3.3 3.3 < τ < 3.9 3.9 < τ < 8.7 8.7 < τ < 9.7 τ > 9.7

TN1 〈3, 3〉 〈3, 3〉 〈3, 3〉 〈3, 3〉 〈3, 3〉
TN2 〈3, 3〉 〈3, 3〉 〈3, 3〉 〈3, 1〉 〈2, 1〉
TN3 〈3, 3〉 〈3, 1〉 〈2, 1〉 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 2〉

Now consider the case when communication is allowed. In this case, TC1 play 〈3, 3, BR〉.
For TC2 senders, 〈3, 3〉 is preferred over 〈1, 1〉whenever

40/3g2 (0) + 16g2 (1) > −72/3g2 (0) + 20g2 (1) ,

i.e. when τ < 28/3 = 9.3. Note that 〈1, 3〉 and 〈3, 3〉 yield the same expected payoff for
the TC2 sender, since both messages induce play of 1 by the receiver. Consequently, the
truthful message 3 is preferred.
Since TC2 best responds to messages irrespective of τ , TC3 senders prefer 〈3, 3〉 over

〈1, 1〉whenever

40/3g3 (0) + 16g3 (1) + 16g3 (2) > −72/3g3 (0) + 20g3 (1) + 20g3 (2) ,

i.e. when τ <
√

1/3
√

59 − 1 = 3.4. TC3 best-responds to messages since all lower-level
types are truthful.
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Table A3. Predicted Strategies (HRG C)
τ < 3.4 3.4 < τ < 9.3 τ > 9.3

TC1 〈3, 3, BR〉 〈3, 3, BR〉 〈3, 3, BR〉
TC2 〈3, 3, BR〉 〈3, 3, BR〉 〈1, 1, BR〉
TC3 〈3, 3, BR〉 〈1, 1, BR〉 〈1, 1, BR〉

Alternative High Risk Game

TN1 play 〈3, 3〉. TN2 play 〈1, 1〉 rather than 〈3, 3〉 whenever

−64/3g2 (0) + 16g2 (1) > 40/3g2 (0) + 12g2 (1) ,

i.e. when τ > 26/3 = 8.7.
TN3 . First suppose τ < 8.7. Then TN3 play 1 rather than 3 whenever

−64/3g3 (0) + 16g3 (1) + 16g3 (2) > 40/3g3 (0) + 12g3 (1) + 12g3 (2)

i.e., when τ >
√

1/3
√

55− 1 = 3.3.
Now suppose τ > 8.7. Then TN3 play 1 rather than 3 whenever

−64/3g3 (0) + 16g3 (1) + 20g3 (2) > 40/3g3 (0) + 12g3 (1) + 16g3 (2)

i.e., when τ >
√

1/3
√

55− 1 = 3.3 so that TN3 always play 1.
With communication, TC1 play 〈3, 3, BR〉. For TC2 senders, 〈3, 3〉 is preferred over

〈1, 1〉whenever
40/3g2 (0) + 16g2 (1) > −64/3g2 (0) + 20g2 (1) ,

i.e. whenever τ < 26/3 = 8.7.
TC3 senders prefer 〈3, 3〉 over 〈1, 1〉whenever

40/3g3 (0) + 16g3 (1) + 16g3 (2) > −64/3g3 (0) + 20g3 (1) + 20g3 (2) ,

i.e. whenever τ <
√

1/3
√

55− 1 = 3.3.
Table A4 summarizes the predictions for the A-HRG.

Table A4. Predicted Strategies (A-HRG)
N C

3.3 < τ 3.3 < τ
τ < 3.3 < 8.7 τ > 8.7 τ < 3.3 < 8.7 τ > 8.7

TN1 〈3, 3〉 〈3, 3〉 〈3, 3〉 TC1 〈3, 3, BR〉 〈3, 3, BR〉 〈3, 3, BR〉
TN2 〈3, 3〉 〈3, 3〉 〈1, 1〉 TC2 〈3, 3, BR〉 〈3, 3, BR〉 〈1, 1, BR〉
TN3 〈3, 3〉 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 1〉 TC3 〈3, 3, BR〉 〈1, 1, BR〉 〈1, 1, BR〉
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Asymmetric Cheating Game

TN1+ play 〈1, 1〉. TC1 play 〈1, 1, BR〉 and TC2 play 〈2, 1, BR〉. TC3 senders play 〈2, 1〉.
What to the receivers do when they receive message 2? They know it comes from T0 or
T2 and they play 1 if

g3 (0|2) + 15g3 (2|2) > 12g3 (0|2) + g3 (2|2) ,

i.e. if τ >
√

11/14 = 0.88641. For clarity, the predictions are summarized in Table A5.

Table A5. Predicted Strategies (ACG)
N C

any τ τ < 0.89 τ > 0.89
TN1 〈1, 1〉 TC1 〈1, 1, BR〉 〈1, 1, BR〉
TN2 〈1, 1〉 TC2 〈2, 1, BR〉 〈2, 1, BR〉
TN3 〈1, 1〉 TC3 〈2, 1, BR〉 〈2, 1, 1〉

In the alternative version of the game, TN1+ play 〈1, 1〉 and TC1+ play 〈1, 1, BR〉.

Symmetric Cheating Game

TN1+ play 〈1, 1〉. TC1 play 〈1, 1, BR〉, TC2 play 〈3, 1, BR〉 and TC3 play 〈3, 1, 1〉 or
〈3, 1, BR〉. TC3 receivers play 2 rather than 1 after receiving message 3 whenever

25g3 (0|3) + 0g3 (2|3) > 0g3 (0|3) + 20g3 (2|3) ,

which is equivalent to τ <
√

5/4 = 1.1. These predictions are summarized in Table A6.

Table A6. Predicted Strategies (SCG)
N C

any τ τ < 1.1 τ > 1.1
TN1 〈1, 1〉 TC1 〈1, 1, BR〉 〈1, 1, BR〉
TN2 〈1, 1〉 TC2 〈3, 1, BR〉 〈3, 1, BR〉
TN3 〈1, 1〉 TC3 〈3, 1, BR〉 〈3, 1, 1〉

In the Alternative Symmetric Cheating Game, TN1+ play 〈1, 1〉 and TC1+ play 〈1, 1, BR〉.
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Appendix B: Detailed Results

Tables B1 to B6 display the message-action pairs for most games. HRG is shown in
Table 5 and A-SCG is omitted because players predominantly send and play 1.

Table B1. Messages and Actions (PD)
Actions: Row, column

Message 1,1 1,2 2,1 2,2 Total
1 12 0 2 0 14
2 27 2 3 1 33
Total 39 2 5 1

Table B2. Messages and Actions (VG)
Actions: Row, column

Message 1,1 1,2 2,1 2,2 Total
1 26 18 0 0 44
2 0 3 0 0 3
Total 26 21 0 0

Table B3. Messages and Actions (A-HRG)
Actions: Row, column

Message 1,1 1,2 1,3 2,1 2,2 2,3 3,1 3,2 3,3 Total
1 28 0 2 0 0 0 5 0 1 36
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 2 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 2 11
Total 30 0 2 0 0 0 12 0 3

Table B4. Messages and Actions (ACG)
Actions: Row, column

Message 1,1 1,2 2,1 2,2 Total
1 22 1 4 0 27
2 11 7 1 1 20
Total 33 8 5 1

Table B5. Messages and Actions (SCG)
Actions: Row, column

Message 1,1 1,2 1,3 2,1 2,2 2,3 3,1 3,2 3,3 Total
1 18 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 19
2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2
3 19 4 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 26
Total 38 4 0 2 2 0 1 0 0
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Table B6. Messages and Actions (A-SCG)
Actions: Row, column

Message 1,1 1,2 1,3 2,1 2,2 2,3 3,1 3,2 3,3 Total
1 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 43
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
3 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 3
Total 45 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0

The numerical beliefs data is challenging to summarize compactly, because the belief
variable can take any value in the unit interval in the games with two actions per player
(“the probability that the opponent will play action 1”) and any value in the unit simplex
in the games with three actions per player. However, we can represent the distribution of
beliefs visually through bubble plots. Figure B1 displays the game-by-game distributions
of Row players’beliefs in the no communication condition; Figures B2-B5 display the
remaining plots.
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Figure B1. Row Players’Beliefs (No Communication)
Horizontal axes measure belief in action 1.
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Figure B2. Column Players’Beliefs (No Communication)
Horizontal axes measure belief in action 1.
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Figure B3. Senders’Beliefs after Sending Message 1
Horizontal axes measure belief in action 1.
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Figure B4. Receivers’Beliefs after Message 1
Horizontal axes measure belief in action 1.
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Figure B5. Receivers’Beliefs after Potentially Deceptive Message
Horizontal axes measure belief in action 1.
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Appendix C: Consistency Between Beliefs and Actions

Table C1 shows the degree to which players best-respond to stated beliefs in the nine
different games. The best-response rate for all games and both treatments is 84 percent.

Without communication, the best-response rate for our four 3 × 3 games was 77
percent. This is considerably larger than the degree of consistency Costa-Gomes and
Weizsäcker (2008) observed across 14 different 3× 3 games (between 51 and 57 percent),
and also a bit larger than the best-response rate of 67 percent in the ten different 3× 3
studied by Rey-Biel (2009). Arguably, our games are simpler than the games studied
by Costa-Gomes & Weizsäcker and more similar to Rey-Biel’s games. In addition, to
the extent that our framing reduces the impact of social preferences, we would expect a
higher best-response rate than without any attempt to control for social preferences.
Interestingly, the best-response rate is considerably lower primarily for column sub-

jects in VG and in both roles for HRG and A-HRG. It is tempting to interpret this as
players being risk-averse (over small stakes) and that they therefore avoid playing the
risky equilibrium action 1 in these games. However, for column players in VG, 12 out of
30 players that did not best respond to their stated beliefs played 1 although 2 was im-
plied by their stated beliefs. Similarly, 34 out of 58 players that did not play consistently
in HRG, and 32 out of 63 in A-HRG, actually played 1 although the action implied by
their stated beliefs was the safe action 3.

Table C1. Consistency between Actions and Beliefs
No communication Communication
Row Column Sender Receiver Average

PD 0.84 0.73 0.87 0.94 0.85
VG 1.00 0.59 1.00 0.74 0.84
HRG 0.84 0.52 0.77 0.60 0.68
A-HRG 0.66 0.55 0.70 0.70 0.65
ACG 0.93 0.91 0.87 0.87 0.90
A-ACG 0.98 1.00 0.98 0.98 0.98
SCG 0.86 0.89 0.89 0.81 0.86
A-SCG 0.89 0.95 0.96 0.98 0.95
Average 0.88 0.77 0.88 0.83 0.84

Another way to evaluate the consistency between actions and stated beliefs is to cal-
culate how much players would have gained from best-responding to stated beliefs instead
of playing the action they actually played. Table C2 shows the expected additional gain
(given the distribution of actual play among opponents) from best-responding to stated
beliefs rather than the actual action choice. As a comparison, Table C2 also shows the
expected additional gain if players had best-responded to the actual distribution rather
than their actual action choice. This measure provide an upper bound for how much
player could have improved their payoffs by playing another action than the one they
played.
As is shown in Table C2, players would generally have benefited from relying more

on their own stated beliefs, but the gain is generally quite small. In total subjects
would have increased their earnings from the eight games by 4 DKK in the treatment
without communication and 3 DKK with communication. This can be compared with
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the average earnings from all eight games of 137 DKK. Interestingly, subjects had less
to gain from best-responding to either stated beliefs or actual play when communication
is allowed compared to when it is not, suggesting that stated beliefs are more accurate
when communication is allowed.

Table C2. Additional Expected Gains from Best-responding
No communication Communication

BR to beliefs BR to play BR to beliefs BR to play
PD 2.55 2.55 1.09 1.09
VG 0.07 0.26 0 0.22
HRG −3.27 1.01 −1.57 0.73
A-HRG 0.23 1.64 −0.26 0.85
ACG 0.29 0.71 1.62 1.96
A-ACG 0.19 0.19 0.32 0.32
SCG 2.29 2.54 1.47 2.62
A-SCG 1.64 2.11 0.26 0.47
Sum 3.99 11.01 2.93 8.26

The table shows the average expected additional gain in DKK from best-responding
to stated beliefs and best-responding to the actual distribution of opponents’play.
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Appendix D: Dendrograms for Cluster Anlaysis
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Figure D1. Dendrogram for Row Players (No Communication)
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Appendix E: Robustness

As a robustness check, Table E1 reports the chosen actions when the 28 subjects that
cooperated in PD are excluded from the sample.

Table E1. Actions in All Games (Non-cooperators)
No communication Communication
Row Column Sender Receiver

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
PD 37 0 32 0 41 0 44 0
VG 37 0 14 18 41 0 25 19
HRG 11 0 26 15 0 17 30 0 11 36 0 8
A-HRG 20 0 17 17 0 15 30 0 11 39 0 5
ACG 34 3 32 0 35 6 36 8
A-ACG 37 0 32 0 40 1 43 1
SCG 35 2 0 30 1 1 38 2 1 38 6 0
A-SCG 34 2 1 30 1 1 39 0 2 44 0 0

Table E2 shows that the extent to which subjects play best responses to stated beliefs
is very similar when the 28 cooperators are excluded. Comparison with Table C1 reveals
that average consistency is the same or higher in all games but the Alternative High Risk
Game.

Table E2. Action-belief Consistency (Non-cooperators)
No communication Communication
Row Column Sender Receiver Average

PD 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
VG 1.00 0.63 1.00 0.77 0.86
HRG 0.84 0.56 0.76 0.57 0.68
A-HRG 0.65 0.50 0.71 0.68 0.64
ACG 0.92 0.94 0.85 0.89 0.90
A-ACG 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.98 0.99
SCG 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.80 0.90
A-SCG 0.92 0.97 0.95 0.98 0.95
Average 0.91 0.82 0.90 0.83 0.87

Table E3 and E4 report the results from the structural estimation when cooperators
are excluded from the sample. The estimated parameters are practically unchanged
compared to the estimated parameters from the full sample (Table 8 and 9).
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Table E3. Structural Type Estimation (Non-cooperators)
No communication

Both roles
ε 0.11 [0.08, 0.15]
p1 0.56 [0.43, 0.69]
p3 n.e. n.e.
pR 0.44 [0.31, 0.57]
N 69

Communication
Senders Receivers

ε 0.35 [0.32, 0.43] 0.18 [0.11, 0.26] 0.18 [0.11, 0.25]
p1 0.16 [−0.03, 0.35] 0.27 [0.08, 0.47] 0.29 [0.09, 0.49]
p3 n.e. n.e. 0.73 [0.53, 0.92] n.e. n.e.
pR 0.84 [0.65, 1.03] n.e. n.e. 0.71 [0.51, 0.91]
N 41 44 44
Numbers within squared brackets show 95 percent bootstrapped confidence interval
based on 1, 000 replications.

Table E4. Estimation with Sceptics (Non-cooperators)
Receivers

ε 0.10 [0.06, 0.14] 0.10 [0.06, 0.13]
p1 0.32 [0.13, 0.50] 0.29 [0.11, 0.47]
p3 0.51 [0.32, 0.70] n.e. n.e.
pR n.e. n.e. 0.54 [0.35, 0.73]
pCH−S 0.17 [0.06, 0.29] 0.17 [0.05, 0.29]
N 44 44
Numbers within squared brackets show 95 percent bootstrapped confidence interval
based on 1, 000 replications.

As an additional robustness check, Table E5 shows the chosen actions by the subset
of players that reported that they never hesitated to pick an action because the other
player would be negatively affected. As is clear from Table E5, behavior in this group is
similar to the full sample, but relatively fewer are cooperating in PD and fewer seem to
be fooled in the Cheating Games.
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Table E5. Actions in All Games (Unhesitant)
No communication Communication
Row Column Sender Receiver

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
PD 18 2 17 7 20 0 22 1
VG 20 0 13 11 20 0 16 7
HRG 8 0 12 10 0 14 14 0 6 20 0 3
A-HRG 11 0 9 13 0 11 16 0 4 21 0 2
ACG 19 1 24 0 17 3 20 3
A-ACG 20 0 24 0 19 1 22 1
SCG 19 1 0 22 2 0 20 0 0 21 2 0
A-SCG 20 0 0 22 1 1 20 0 0 23 0 0

Table E6 shows that the degree to which subjects best respond to stated beliefs is
very similar among the unhesitant subjects. Together with the results in Table E2,
this suggests that the discrepancy between actions and beliefs in the full sample is not
primarily due to concerns about the payoff consequences for others.

Table E6. Action-belief Consistency (Unhesitant)
No communication Communication
Row Column Sender Receiver Average

PD 0.90 0.71 1.00 0.96 0.89
VG 1.00 0.54 1.00 0.74 0.80
HRG 0.70 0.50 0.70 0.61 0.62
A-HRG 0.55 0.63 0.80 0.78 0.69
ACG 0.95 0.96 0.85 0.91 0.92
A-ACG 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.96 0.98
SCG 0.95 0.92 1.00 0.87 0.93
A-SCG 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.96 0.97
Average 0.88 0.77 0.91 0.85 0.85

Finally, Table E7 reports chosen actions when the 87 subjects that reported having
taken game theory courses are excluded from the sample.

Table E7. Actions in All Games (No Game Theory)
No communication Communication
Row Column Sender Receiver

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
PD 17 5 20 8 17 1 25 2
VG 22 0 10 18 18 0 16 11
HRG 7 0 15 14 0 14 14 0 4 22 0 5
A-HRG 14 0 8 16 0 12 10 0 8 23 0 4
ACG 21 1 27 1 15 3 21 6
A-ACG 22 0 28 0 17 1 26 1
SCG 18 4 0 23 4 1 15 2 1 24 3 0
A-SCG 18 3 1 26 2 0 17 0 1 27 0 0
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